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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many physical phenomena in fluid or plasma dynamics are modelled by 
(systems of) partial differential equations for which the Cauchy problem is 
not believed to have a classical global solution for all smooth data. For 
simple model conservation laws like the Burgers equation, the breakdown 
of classical solutions is well understood, and there is an extensive theory 
of the emerging weak solutions [ 11. In the more important case of the 
Euler, Navier-Stokes, or Vlasov equations in three space dimensions, 
our knowledge is more rudimentary. Breakdown of classical solutions is 
suspected in the first tw,o cases (strong results which suggest that this 
breakdown can actually happen were recently announced by DiPerna and 
Lions [2]) and is a distinct possibility in the third case. The Navier-Stokes 
and Vlasov equations are known to have at least weak global solutions, 
but the uniqueness of these solutions remains open. 
During the last 20 years, these difficulties have led many researchers to 
search for new tools to investigate the qualitative behavior of fluids and 
plasmas ([3-61). In the absence of a satisfying classical existence and 
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uniqueness theory, a natural strategy has been to “relax” the definition of 
“solution.” In particular, facing such possible degeneracies as bifurcations, 
oscillations or concentrations, efforts were made to obtain at least statisti- 
cal information about the behavior of physical systems governed by non- 
linear partial differential equations at a certain point at a certain time. 
Some tools developed for this objective are the concept of statistical 
solution, introduced into the analysis of the NavierStokes equations by 
Foias [3], and, more recently, the idea of measure-valued solutions, dis- 
cussed at length in [6]. The introduction of this concept into the theory of 
partial differential equations was motivated by the success of the represen- 
tation of weak limits of (approximate) solutions to nonlinear conservation 
laws by the Young measure [5, 61. 
In this paper we are concerned with the relationship between statistical 
and measure-valued solutions. In Section 2, we extend the results from [7] 
to nonuniquely solvable Cauchy problems for systems of ordinary differen- 
tial equations. The extension is rather mechanical, but yields a large class 
of statistical solutions for such problems. We also investigate how different 
statistical solutions arise as limits of solutions to different uniquely solvable 
perturbations of the original problem. 
In Section 3, we define the measure-valued solution concept for the ODE 
case, and we show that every statistical solution generates a measure- 
valued solution (by considering only such test functions in the statistical 
solution concept which are linear with respect to the dependent variable, 
say x). There are more measure-valued than statistical solutions, and we 
confirm this by a simple example. In Section 4, we do the equivalent 
analysis for scalar conservation laws. Finally, in Section 5, we show by an 
example that weak solutions to scalar conservation laws do in general loot 
generate statistical solutions. In conclusion, we see that the statistical solu- 
tion concept is a generalization of the classical solution concept, but not a 
generalization of the weak solution concept. The measure-valued solution 
concept generalizes both the weak and the statistical solution concept. 
2. STATISTICAL SOLUTIONS OF SYSTEMS OF 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Consider an autonomous system of ordinary differential equations 
-2 =.f(x ), (2.1) 
where t -+ x(t) E R” and ,f: 5X” + 5X”. 
We are interested in the situation where there exists a point x0 E R” such 
that solutions of (2.1) bifurcate at x0 ; in particular, the Cauchy problem 
(2.1) with x(0)=x0 must not be well posed. Typical examples for this 
situation are 
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(a) n=l:~=~(x~“*,~~=O, 
(b) n=2:x=(x,,x,),x,=(O,O), 
f(xr,~2)=k(xl,~2), I~~l”*),andgisgivenb~ 
xl~sgnx2~Ix21P1~*, x,#O 
x* = 0. 
Example (a) is easy and well understood; we used it as a paradigmatic ase 
in [7]. The solution curves for (b) are also easily calculated: For 
x, # 0 #x2, we have f,/x, = i21x2, and therefore 
I x,(t)/x*(t)l = I ~,(0)/~2(O)l’ 
The solution curves in the phase plane are straight fines passing through 
the origin. All points (x,, 0) are stationary points for the equation. The x2- 
axis is also a solution curve. The time- dependent solutions are, for the 
two cases x2.0 ~0 and x,,,>O: 
x2.0 < 0, t d 2 I x2.0 / I’*, 
x,(t)= -Q&x2.011.*)2,*2(t)= -(i-lx2,01’;‘)t 
x2,0 > 0, 
s,(i)=~.(~+~x2,0~“)?,,~2(t)=(~+(”2,0)~’:)2. 
For x*,0 < 0, the solution reaches the origin at time t* = 2. I x2.0 1 ‘I*. At the 
origin, a double bifurcation takes place: First, the solution has the option 
to stay at (0,O) for an arbitrary “waiting time” r > 0 (7 = cc, is possible), 
and when it leaves at time t + 7, it can “choose” the direction in which to 
leave the origin. More precisely, for every 7 > 0, ,? E IL!, the functions 
I 
0, tE [t*, t* + 71 
x,(t) = &2. t>t*+z 
e’c2.0 ( y- lx*,p), 
I 
0, tE [t*, t*+z] 
x*(t) = 
( 
t-7 
> 
2 
-- 
2 I x2,0 I 1’2 ) t>t*+t 
solve the differential equation. 
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We return to the general equation (2.1). For simplicity, we assume that 
x,=0, that f(0) =O, and that we have a unique local solution to the 
Cauchy problem 
1 =f(x), x(0) = z (2.1’) 
whenever z # 0. Moreover, suppose that this solution exists globally unless 
it passes through 0 at some time. 
We use the notation T,, to denote the solution operator to (2.1), i.e., 
Ttrx = x, (d/&)( T,,x) =f( T,,x). Because (2.1) is autonomous, T,, depends 
only on T - t. 
Let R: = [0, co ) x 5%“. We define 
U:= {(t,x)~S2;T,,x#O,Odz<ac,~ 
V, : = { (t, x) E 52; there is a /I = /3( t, x) such that 0 < fi < t, 
T,,x#Oforfi<r<~, Tl,,x=O} 
(these are all points for which the backward trajectory reaches 0) 
Vi : = {(t, x) E ~2; there is an CI = a( t, x) such that t < ~1, 
T,,x#O,O<t<cc, T?,x=O} 
(these are all points for which the forward trajectory reaches 0). 
Finally, we assume that V, u Vi # @, that no trajectory passes through 0 
twice, and that R = U u V, u Vi u ([0, co) x (Of). 
We find it convenient to denote 
U(r):= {xER”;(t,X)EU} 
V,(t):= {XEw;(t,X)EV,} 
v,:= {xER”;(O,X)EVi} 
Vo(t):= (xEv~;CI(X)~t}. 
Figure 1 illustrates these sets for the example i = (x 1 1/2. Finally, for 
t V, 
VII fJ0 
FIGURE 1 
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XE V,(t), let k(x) := lim,IB(X) (T,,x/ll T,,x 11) be the direction in S” i in 
which the trajectory passing through x left the origin. The set of all such 
k will be denoted by R,. We assume that k(x) exists for all x E V,(t) and 
that R, is a measurable subset of s)2- ‘. 
We introduce the statistical solution concept for (2.1’). From a physical 
point of view, the concept depicts the possible time evolutions of a particle 
cloud for which the trajectories atisfy (2.1’). The bifurcation at the origin 
gives rise to some interesting behavior, as we showed in [7]. An alternative 
point of view is that the data are not explicitly given; instead, only a 
probability distribution of data is known, and one is interested in finding 
the distribution of the solution curves at some later time. 
Let M, be the set of all probability measures on R”. A measure-valued 
mapping CO, a I--) M,, t + p[, is called a statistical solution of (2.1’) for 
the initial value ~“EM, if for every real-valued test function 
WEC(g[O, co)xW) 
IX J cw, +./xx). WY1 44x) dt + j 40, XI 4dx) = 0 (2.2) 
0 
(see [7]). Here, ~1,~ denotes the gradient of w with respect to x. Note that 
the solution operators T,, do not occur in (2.2). Hence (2.2) is a genuine 
generalization over (2.1’). If we are only interested in statistical solutions 
for which p, has compact support uniformly with respect to t E [0, cc), 
then (2.2) must actually hold for all w E C$ [0, a); C’(R”)). We will use 
this later when we discuss measure-valued solutions. 
Under the assumptions which we made for (2.1’), we will show that there 
are infinitely many statistical solutions whenever iV, &,(x) > 0, i.e., when- 
ever the initial probability that a trajectory will reach the origin is positive. 
We construct these statistical solutions as in [7]. The only novelty is 
that trajectories passing through 0 have a choice in which direction to go, 
and when to leave. As a mechanism to regulate these “choices,” we intro- 
duce a family of substochastic measures {P, > tE yo, v.,) on [0, co) x R, such 
that 
(a) supp p, = Ct, m) x R, 
(b) t -+ P,(A) is measurable for all Bore1 
setsAc[O, cc)xR,. (2.3) 
The number P,(Zx B) can be interpreted as the probability that a particle 
arriving in 0 at time t leaves during the time interval Z into one of the 
directions in B c R,. 
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The P, allow us to define transition probabilities 
i 
b,,.(E) if XE U,u V”(t) 
P( t, x, E) : = P,(,,MEn v,(t)) 
if F,\ VJt). 
R<, 
fl, is given in the definition of I/,. P(t, x, E) is interpreted as the probability 
that a particle in x at time 0 will be in E at time t. 
These transition probabilities induce a (forward) time evolution for 
probability measures by 
ff:C~ol(E) := 1 f’(t> x, E) &o(x). 
THEOREM 2.1. pt : = H:[pO] is a statistical solution of i =f(x) ,for the 
initial measure pO, for any choice of the (P,) sutisfying (2.3). 
ProoJ The proof is almost literally identical to the proof for the more 
special case given in [7]. 
We have to verify (2.2). Split 
00 
i s Cw, +.0x). w,l4&) dt 0 R” 
cc 
= 
s s 
[ ... 1 44x) dt 
0 
u(t)
s 
+ 
jj 0 
i;r;iC...ld~,(x)d"+jo~j~~C...ld~,(x)dt 
= I + II + III. 
We have used that U(t) u V,(t) u V, = KY. Now 
I= m 
s is C~r+.f.~,l(t, a) f'(t,x, da)&,(x) dt 0 R" U(f) 
31 
= 
is C . ..l(t> T,ox) dclo(x) dt 0 U(O) 
(if x Q! U(0) and E is a measurable set in U(t), P( t, x, E) = 0 by definition) 
= J s x d Cw(t, ~,ox)ldt&,(x) u(o) o df 
=- s 4% xl&o(x). U(O) 
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Similarly, 
= j w@(x), 0) dp,(x) - 1 ~(0, x) d&(x). 
VO VO 
The calculation of II is somewhat more delicate. 
(this is because P(t, x, E) = 0 if xq! F,,\ V,(C) and EC V,(t)). Let 0,: 
ye(t) + [O, t] x R, be defined by x + (/?l(x, k)). We remark that gi is 
multivalued at x = 0 (a,(O) = {(t, k), k E R,), but c,‘( t, k) = 0, k E R,). 
Using this and the definition of P(t, x, E), we find 
Now recall that S(0) = 0 and that a(x) 2 t for x E V,(r). It follows that 
PC0 + J s U’f(C 01 0 VO’\ Vg(l) 
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Switch the order of integrals in both terms and use P,,,r,(E) = 0 if a(x) > t 
and EC [0, t] x R,. Also, represent s E [0, t] x R, by (a(t), k), where 
[ E PO\ V,(t). The result is 
(2.4) 
Next we use that t + (t, ~,-‘(a(<), k)) is a solution of (2.1) for t > a( 5). 
Therefore, the first term above is 
To evaluate the second integral in (2.4), we use P,,,,([O, a(x)) =0 and 
integration by parts to obtain 
- j 
VO 
w(dx)> 0) Q’cLdx) + j- jx j 4~ 0) P,,,,(dt> dk) &o(x), 
t’o x(.x) R, 
Summarizing, we obtain 
II= - jr0 jRc, j, w(dtL G (40, k)) P,,,,(d40> dk) d/-dx) 
0 
- j w(dx), 0) &o(x) 
vo 
+ j, jR. jxyyj w(t> 0) P,cx,(dt, dk) &o(x). 
0 < 
By definition ~,(,&(a((), k) = 0. Th ere ore, f the first of the last three terms is 
- 1 PO f R, i;x, ‘44 0) P,,.x,(dt, dk) &o(x), w ic cancels with the third term. h h 
The statement of the theorem now follows by adding up I-III. Note that 
- iIoj +44x), 0) &o(x), w ic may make a nontrivial contribution, is left h’ h 
over when we add II and III, but cancelled when we also take I into 
account. 
Remarks. Suppose we look at a perturbed equation 1 =fE(x), such that 
the Cauchy problem becomes uniquely solvable for all data and such that 
lim, _ 0f,(~) =f(x) uniformly on compact sets. If x,(t) is the solution for an 
initial value x0, then ~,=6,~,,, is the only statistical solution associated 
with the initial value 6,” (this follows from Theorem 3.1 below). How these 
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solutions behave in the limit E + 0 depends on the choice off,. For exam- 
ple, in the one-dimensional case with f(x) = fi and -x0 < 0, the choice 
f,(x) = dm leads (in the limit) to the statistical solution which “passes 
through the origin without stopping”. The choice f,(x) = Jm - ,,,&, in 
contrast, leads to the statistical solution which “stops at the origin.” For 
yet other choices, the solutions x,(t) may not converge at all (in a classical 
sense) to solutions of i =f(x), x(O) = x0. We conjecture that the statistical 
solutions we constructed above are a possible way to give a statistical 
description of what happens to x,(t) as E -+ 0 for general f,, but we have 
not investigated this in detail. 
3. MEASURE-VALUED SOLUTIONS 
The measure-valued solution concept for (2.1) is defined in analogy to 
the corresponding concept for conservation laws as given in [6]. Consider 
a conservation law in 
(4X)ER+ XR a,f+a,vo.f) =Q (3.1) 
wheref:R+xR-+RP, F:Rp-+RP. 
A measurable function (t, x) -+ Y,, , with probability measures on I&?” as 
values is called a measure-valued solution of (3.1) if 
for any C’ test function with compact support in (0, cc) x Iw. We have used 
the shorthand (v,~,(, F(J)) = J F(1) d~,~,,(i). 
For the simpler ODE situation given by (2.1), we define a measure- 
valued solution to be a measurable function t -+ v,, with values in the 
probability measures on [w”, such that 
(3.2) 
for all q E C’ with compact support in (0, co). 
We show that every statistical solution of (2.1) formally generates a 
measure-valued solution. Recall the definition of statistical solution. 
JJ (cp,+f.cp,)(~ xl 44x) dt+jcp(o, xl &,(x)=0 (3.3) 
and choose the special test functions 
dt, x) = ‘Mt) x, where $ E CA(O, co). 
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(3.3) reduces to 
which is just (3.2). 
Hence every statistical solution generates a measure-valued solution by 
restricting the test functions to those which are linear with respect o x. 
A word of caution is in order. Functions of the type t+b(t) . x are not really 
admissible test functions, because they do not have compact support with 
respect to x. In most cases, however, this is an insignificant difficulty, 
because pLo and p, can usually be assumed to have compact support (or, at 
least, to vanish sufficiently rapidy at infinity). We will see that in this class 
of “tight measure-valued functions,” there are more measure-valued 
solutions than statistical solutions. First, we prove 
THEOREM 3.1. If all the Cauchy problems 1 =f(x), x(0) =x0 have unique 
classical solutions on [0, T], then all statistical solutions are of the form 
~,=~ooTo,,. 
Proof: Suppose that t + ,iil is another statistical solution; then, by 
definition, for every cp E CA 
ss Cv, +I’. vo,l(t, x)C4.W) - &o(To,,x)l dt = 0. 
For every $ E CA( [0, T] x BY), there is a II/ E CA( [0, T] x R”) such that 
CPI +f(x) . cp., = II/ 
(explicitly cp(t, x) = j& $(z, T,,x) dr, since 
a,[T,,xl= -.f(x).~xCT,,xl), 
and this entails iii, = ~~0 To,,, as claimed. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the equation ,+=x. According to the theorem, the 
only statistical solution belonging to the initial value p. = 6, is p, = 6,t. 
Measure-valued solutions, on the other hand, need only satisfy v. = 6, and 
f ( v,,i)-(v,,A)=O, i.e., (v,, A) = e’. (3.4) 
This is only a constraint on the expectation of v,. For example, if 
xl(t) = 1 + t, x,(O) = 1, x; =x,(t) + t, then v, = $dx,(,) + $8,,(t) satisfies 
(3.4). Conversely, if x,(t) = 1 + t and if v, = $6,,(,, + $jxz(,) is required to be 
a measure-valued solution, it follows that x,(O) = 1 and x;(t) = x2(t) + t. 
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4. CONSERVATION LAWS 
We return to (3.1). In the present context, we consider (3.1) as an 
example for the more general type of equation 
$f.= M f(O) =“fo. (4.1) 
B is a (nonlinear) operator defined on a dense subspace D of a Hilbert 
(Banach) space H, and f, ,fO E D. Usually, 
g measurable, i i I g(x)12 dx< co{, 
k=l 
and D=H’=(gEH;a,gEH}. 
The discussion in this chapter is largely formal. In particular, we do not 
discuss the existence question for statistical solutions; for specific problems, 
the class of test functions we introduce may well have to be restricted-the 
assumptions which we make below are probably just the bare minimum 
necessary. 
We denote the probability measures p on the Bore1 sets of D by M,. 
A statistical solution of (4.1) for the initial value p0 E M, is a function 
t -+ p, with values in M, such that for every 4: [0, co) x H -+ R, for which 
the partial derivative 4, and the Frechet derivative d/ exist, 
The derivation of (4.2) is as for the ODE case: Suppose that (4.1) is 
uniquely solvable for each f0 E D, denote the family of solution operators 
by s(t), and consider the time evolution of an initial measure p0, 
/4(A) = Po(S(t) - l A 1, A a Bore1 set in D. (4.3) 
Equation (4.3) implies that 
and (4.2) follows from the transformation theorem for integrals. 
AS in Section 3, let us focus on test functions 4 which are linear in ,f; 
409.157'2-5 
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i.e., d(t,f) = j (cp(t, x),f(x)) dx (q(t, . ): [w --f RP, f: R -+ Rp). Then 
#/(t, .)Og=$(t,g), 4,(t,f)=j (cp,(t, x),.0x)> dx, and (4.2) becomes 
cc 
I ss 1 (cp,(t> x),f(x) >+ <cp(t> XL (Bf)(x) > )dx &t(f) c-tt 0 D Iw
+ j j <do, x),f(x) > dx &o(f) = 0. 
D W 
(4.4) 
In the case of a conservation law, Bf = 13JF-o.f). After one integration by 
parts, (4.4) becomes 53 s SI b,k x),f(x)>- (cp,(c ~1, F(f(x)))) dx&,(f)dt 0 D Iw 
+ j j (cp(O,x),f(x))dxd~o(f)=O. (4.5) 
D R 
We focus on the inner two integrals; consider, for example. 
ss D R (cpx(c xl, F(f(x))) dx&r(f). 
This is of the type 
SI D Iw <g(x), F(fb))) dx&(fJ 
(t is only a parameter). Fubini’s theorem is applicable to this integral (see 
[8, p. 65]), and we obtain 
In particular, for almost all x, we define a measure v, on RP by 
jRp F(d) &A~-) = s, F(f(x)) h(f). (4.6) 
It is immediate that v, is a probability measure. Applying (4.6) to (4.5), we 
see that there is a family of probability measures v*,~, defined a.e. x, t, such 
that 
00 
s s (cp,(f, XKV,,,> A> - cp,(f xKv.x,~, F(A))) dx dr 0 uu 
(4.7) 
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This is exactly the measure-valued solution concept as encountered in 
Section 3. Hence every statistical solution generates a measure-valued 
solution. Just like in the ODE case, the measure-valued solution concept is 
too general. To obtain information of interest, it is necessary to focus on 
measure-valued solutions satisfying additional constraints. for details, 
see [6]. 
5. WEAK SOLUTIONS NEED NOT 
GENERATE STATISTICAL SOLUTIONS: AN EXAMPLE 
Here, we show that the statistical solution concept is too restrictive 
because S-functions supported by a weak solution of a conservation law 
need not be statistical solutions; this is related to the fact that a weak 
solution of, say, U, + (&*), = 0, is in general not a weak solution of 
(p), + ( $u3).y = 0. 
Consider the Burgers equation 
u, + ( $2).y = 0 
with initial value ~(0, x) =x ’ ~~,r,(x) + (2 -x) x~,,~,(x). The function 
u(r, x)= 
i 
2-x 
- 1; t X(0.1 + I,(-4 + j-J’1+,.2’(-4 .X(O,I,(f) 
I 
+ & xco, J5jGr)) (xl ~X(l,m,(t) (5.1) 
is a weak solution of this initial value problem, as is readily verified. It is 
also easy to check that this solution satisfies the so-called entropy condi- 
tion and therefore is physically meaningful. But the J-measure supported 
on this function is not a statistical solution of the equation. To see this, we 
choose a test function &t,f) = q(t). J?,f*(x) dx, with some cp E C,“(R), 
and insert this and (5.1) into the left hand side of (4.2). The result is 
+ j; p(O) x2 dx + [’ q(O). (2 -x)’ d-x 
1 
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& +Im c/f(t)+1 +t)-“*dt 
1 
2 co 
--s s 
&Cl + 1) 
31 0 
dxdt++p(O) 
=$p(l)--fq(O)-$p(t)dt 
0 
-;jkW-fdW+$-; cp(t 
0 
) dt 
J- +;s’ cp(t)dt-2.L.cp(l)+& 1.d O” 
“fi 
cp(t).(l +t)y3’*dt 
0 1 
= e&j” cp(t).(1+t)p3’2dt#0. 
1 
For t E (0, l), the solution is constructed from characteristics; this is why 
the last integral above has 1 as the lower boundary-our solution actually 
fails to be a statistical solution only for t > 1. 
It is easily verified that with u(x, t) as above, the family of probability 
measures v ~, I = 6,,,, ,) is actually a measure-valued solution-weak solu- 
tions generate measure-valued solutions. As for the ODE case, there is no 
uniqueness: Consider, for example, the classical solution u(x, t) = x/(2 + t) 
to the initial value problem 
u,+(;u2)y=o, u(x, 0) = ix. 
It generates the measure-valued solution v,,~ = 8(X,(z + ,)). However, there 
are other measure-valued solutions in the sense of the definition from 
Section 4. An example is 
V .Y, f = ~~(-1)+~6(~(.~~~,~12/2)/(1+/)). 
Clearly, additional criteria must be used to select the “physically meaning- 
ful” measure-valued solution. More details concerning this point were given 
in [IS]. 
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